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Create List for 
Collection Maintenance

or…
What do we have

And 
What has it been up to?

Things to Remember

Item records added before migration all 
have the same creation date.
Call number problems can spell trouble:

Inconsistent  genre tags for fiction.
Inconsistent prefixes for DDC nonfiction.
Call numbers in the either the item or bib 
records.  They might be the same.  Or not.
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Getting Started

Select an Empty file
Click Search Records

Name Your File

Store Record Type = Item.
Range defaults to Item record numbers.
Nonfiction call numbers may require a 
change of range.
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Where Are Your Items?

Use Location Codes first to limit the list to 
items at your branch.
Use the call number Index or data from 
the call number field to further limit your 
search.
Group multiple like fields using OR, but 
don’t forget the parenthesis.

Fiction by Call Number

Fiction call numbers may not be 
consistent.
Use the Bib record AUTHOR field instead.
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Nonfiction by Call Number

Adjust your settings to allow your list to 
manage bib and item call numbers later.

Change Item Range to 
Call Number Index

Searches are faster and often more 
complete if the Call Number Index is 
searched instead of the call number 
from the bib or item record.
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Limiting by Item Date

Use the item created date to limit your 
search to newer items, older items, or 
items added within a date range.

Limit by Publication Date

Use the 008 field Date One rather than the 
260|c to get a more consistently useful 
pub date and more complete results
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Circulation Limits

Several ways to determine both how 
much and how recently an item has 
been used:

Total Checkout
Total Renew
Last Out Date
Last Check In 

Your Mileage May Vary
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Is It Really Here?

If you want to deal with the collection 
supposedly on the shelf now, limit by 
status and patron #.

Revising Your Search

If it didn’t work, figure out why and try it 
again.  Overwrite, don’t re-type.
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Use an Existing Search

Select Your Search and
Try Again
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View Results and Dedupe

Use the Dedupe button to remove duplicate 
records while retaining multiple copies.

Sorting Records

Further refine your results and organize 
them in a useful way for review and 
exporting
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Sort Call Numbers

Sort by Multiple Fields
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Sort for Extra Info

Update Your List

Remove items you don’t wish to change.
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Change That List

The Global Update function in Milcat 
allows your list to be changed all at once, 
in several ways if needed.
Withdraw your items, change the status of 
your items, or change fields in your items.
However, all items on your list must be 
changed in the same way.

Change That List II

Double click on the item line or use the Edit 
button to edit items individually.
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Export Your List

Open the List with Excel

Your list will be more useful in a 
spreadsheet or database.
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Save Searches

Click Show Info and then print the screen.
Or save it in Create List. 

Thanks for coming. 


